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Pet Shop

Pets bring fun and joy into our lives. It is, therefore, critical to treat them well and select their food, suppliers and other accessories carefully. An online pet shop offers a convenient and quick place to shop. Online stores ensure cheap delivery to the whole of Ireland. If this sounds like something you would like, our pet shop has plenty to offer you!

At jellyfish we have been established since 2011 and are well on our way to becoming the leading online pet store in Ireland. We are dedicated to ensuring that your pets receive only the best products and service, and exceptional pet care advice. There is a team of highly knowledgeable and trained staff in all aspects of pet care ready to answer your queries. We also offer links to specialists in specific animal care and aquatics.

If you ever have questions about getting a pet or pet care, be sure to get in touch with us over the contacts at the bottom of this page. We will bring you decades of collective years of pet store knowledge.




On this platform, you will find information about:

The most popular pet food and accessory brands.

Health and advice for both you and your pet.

How to get a pet in Ireland.








A Pet Shop Where You Find the Perfect Accessories

A comfortable, orthopaedic dog bed, a practical dog bowl, and a sturdy lead and collar are essentials dog owners can’t do without jellyfish offers leads to a large assortment of dog training accessories and toys to keep your active friend busy. Do not forget to check out the full range of travel crates, kennels and cages for when you are on the move.

For the cat lover, the right litter tray and cat litter can help keep interiors tidy. There is also the option of a suitable scratching post or tree that will keep a cat contended for hours. A comfortable cat bed can ensure your cat is relaxed. Give your outdoor kitten the joy of exploring the neighbourhood but still keep tabs on their location with a microchip cat flap.








Choose the Right Pet Food

From dogs to cats to fish, we love our pets. Always select a “complete” feed that is tested and designed to meet the full nutritional requirements of your pet. Any food products with “supplemental” labelling are considered treats that are fed in addition to nutritious food. Make sure that you read and understand the ingredient list on any food products before buying.

Feline and canine pets must have one or two protein sources and are usually listed first. The meal, such as fish, beef, or chicken, is normally first on the ingredient list. Meal refers to the protein that is dehydrated and processed. Unprocessed and whole protein, such as a de-boned chicken, will usually be listed in the top spot. Food for herbivores such as rabbits must contain a high fibre content food first.






What Our Customers Say


I was able to get some dog food for my fur baby that was packed full of nutrients. My dog seemed to absolutely love and it didn’t seem to mess up her stomach at her.

Zoey L.
Pet Food

After deciding on getting hair of Istanbul done for myself, figured I’d get my pooch some special shampoo so that we can both have shiny hair to be proud of.

Phillip C.
Dog Shampoo

Bought a terrarium for my Bird Eater tarantula as he had gotten too big for his old one. I’m extremely happy with the quality of the product I received.

John P.
Spider Terrarium









You Might Need a Nursery for Pets

People will go on trips, they have the option of taking along their pets or leaving them at home alone. However, leaving a pet home on its own is not the easiest of choices for many pet parents. The next best option is daycare services at a pet shop. Daycare helps improve the quality of life of your pet in a nurturing, fun and safe environment.

The number of services and products available at a pet shop are virtually endless.We provide you with a wealth of practical advice and information on all aspects of pet parenting. The blog section will keep you updated on the latest developments and news from the team at Jellyfish. Find an overview of all the current special offers and never miss another great promotion!





Frequently Asked Questions





What pets are legal in Ireland?

You can keep different pets at home. These include dogs, cats, ferrets, birds, rabbits and rodents. According to the Irish Pet Advertising Advisory Group (IPAAG), it’s important you research and fully understand the requirements of exotic pets. These are pets such as hedgehogs, chinchilla, snakes and foxes. Make sure you have the relevant paperwork such as a Dangerous Wild Animals License and CITES registration.


Do pet shops buy fish?

This depends on the pet shop you approach. Shops that focus on fish have a large variety compared to pet shops that have dogs, cats, mice and more. This means that a fish store is likely to have your fish in stock and will just plop yours into a tank with the same species.


Can I keep a jellyfish as a pet?

While it is a basic life form, the jellyfish is one of the most interesting aquatic creatures to watch. However, their upkeep is more challenging compared to other marine life forms. But you can keep a jellyfish as a pet as long as you create and maintain the right environment.





Latest posts



Pets Teach Children
by Clara/ on
03 Nov 2022
Kids and Pets. Only good can come of it.


Let’s face it, a new pet in any home could make anyone with half a heart get the feeling of the fuzzies in zero seconds flat. Pets just have that effect on most humans. But introducing your young child to their own pet could have life-changing outcomes that no money can buy.
Pets are often all the therapy kids need We all remember our very first pet. Caring for that little Goldfish or Hamster was the first experience most of us had in not becoming selfish human beings.



Cat Flu
by Clara/ on
28 Apr 2022
How To Detect Cat flu


Cat flu is common in both adults and kittens. Your furbaby can get this illness from other cats through saliva and body fluids. It is caused by either Feline Herpes Virus 1 or Feline Calicivirus. When left untreated, it can lead to other health problems or worse, death. Here’s how to know if your cat has cat flu, what to do, and the pet supplies you need to manage it.



Gluten Free Dog Food
by Clara/ on
15 Feb 2022
Gluten Free Dog Food


Dogs are man’s best friends. This statement shows how close the relationship between a person and their pet is. When you own one, it is your responsibility to feed, groom and shelter the animal. At Jellyfish, we offer a wide array of pet products and accessories.
What Is Gluten-Free Dog Food Our dogs need to eat nutritious food so that they can maintain their health. Gluten is a protein found naturally in some grains such as wheat and barley.



Dental Treats for Dogs
by Clara/ on
12 Dec 2021
Dental Treats For Dogs


Dental health is not just for us humans. Without proper hygiene, our furry friends can develop oral diseases and even experience a lot of pain. To prevent tooth loss, it is important to maintain our pets’ health by getting them the right pet supplies for their teeth.
Dental Hygiene Since chewing is instinctive to dogs, it is important to get them dental chews that will help them clean their teeth as they do what is natural to them.



Box Jellyfish
by Clara/ on
18 Sep 2021
What is the Box jellyfish?


The Box jellyfish, also known as sea wasps or marine stingers, is much more dangerous than other species of their kind. They carry venom that can shut down the human nervous system when coming into contact. They can be found in the Indian -Pacific Ocean.
What makes the Box Jellyfish Different? What makes the Box Jellyfish dangerous is that divers or swimmers are not able to see them as they are pale and transparent, they are also highly advanced than the other kind of their species as they can move rather than just drift in the water and have eyes on the sides of their bells.



Adopt a Pet
by Clara/ on
10 Mar 2020
IS IT TIME TO ADOPT A PET?


One of the best decisions you will ever make is to adopt a pet. You gain a loyal friend who fills your days and nights with endless joy. Plus, you gain precious companionship. Getting a pet from a rescue group, a shelter, or a pet shop means you are literally saving a life! You also create space for another animal that would otherwise languish out there.
However, the greatest gift of adopting a pet is the pet itself!






At jellyfish we have been established since 2011 and are well on our way to becoming the leading online pet store in Ireland.
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